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StradiSound

Welcome,
We’ve hopefully changed the way you think about listening to 

music forever. Engineers at StradiSound started working with 

no maller goal in mind, than to completely change the way we 

think about listening to music, and about all traditional and 

non-traditional concepts of creating sounds in our homes or in 

theaters, just as STRADIVARIUS, the famous violin-maker did in 

the 17th century.





StradiSound
Set System
Technology
Until you hear it, you won’t believe it





The beginning of
a new era

This invention opened up a new realm of opportunities for the
Team, enabling them to meet a host of requirements like:

Kick-drums and bass to be heard real-time.

Physical movements of the singers or 
instruments are reflected in the playback.

Drums have their own individual and  
distinctive sounds, just as every breath the  
vocalists and winds take becomes a part of 
the music.

Clean sound even at high volumes, without 
sound clots.

Piano sounds can be distinctly differentiated 
and 100% original.



StradiSound Set System

What is it like to
experience it?

“After you listened to your
favorite song on the Set
System, you’ll instantly
know, that it’s time to re- 
listen to all of your music
collection.”

There are no words to describe it, but we can tell you a little teaser. 

Just imagine when you close your eyes you won’t be able to decide 

whether you’re listening to the Set System or a real person singing. 

Tonality and slides of vocalists and their emotional expressions are 

lifelike. Drums have their own individual and distinctive sounds, just 

as every breath the vocalists and winds take becomes a part of the 

music. In the case of symphonic orchestras, every section and every 

musical instrument can be heard in its own right with its unique sound. 

This high-end audio equipment will fill a smaller living-room - or even 

a concert hall seating 500–600 indoor or outdoor with all these

exceptional sounds while only using 96W.

But at the end, you’ll have to listen to it for yourself and you’ll be the

one who will be able to answer this very question right after the first

song.

Impossible sounds all around you







StradiSound Set System in
Your Car
Works in convertibles and roadsters

What can the
StradiSound Set System
do in your car?

The StradiSound Set System provides an indistinguishable sound 

experience in your car with the following feautres:

Bass and baseline heard simultaneously.

Physical movement of singers or instruments are reflected in the 

playback.

No interference.

Clean sound even at high volumes, without sound clots.

No need for extra sub-woofers in cars.

Also works in convertibles and roadsters.



Photo taken in the Carnegie Hall



There's a simple reason behind it: the sound of the piano is just  

complex enough to make high quality amplification impossible.  Overtones 

and interference confuse all – currently known – sound equipment, and 

the end-results collapse in chaos.

As first in the world, StradiSound provided a solution to a problem that 

has never been solved before.:

No interference.

Speakers can be placed even behind the piano, as the system doesn't 

suffer from feedback problems.

It replaces sound pressure with sound presence in the entire room.

Neither the artist, nor the audience experience any decline in quality.

The StradiSound Set System provides sound equivalent to that of a 16 

meter piano.

StradiSound Acoustic
Piano Amplifying
When the impossible become reality

Why has it been almost
impossible until now?



Contact details
To request a hearing or arrange private  

auditions please contact us at:
welcome@stradisound.com





StradiSound

“The best place in the
   best concert hall.”

by Adam Gyorgy
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